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Ask your Guides is a 52-card psychic intuitive oracle deck (with accompanying guidebook) based on

the traditional minor arcana of the tarot. The deck is designed to not only guide you, the seeker,

through present and upcoming life events and challenges, but will also connect you directly with

specific spirit guides and divine helpers who are there to help you navigate these transitions and

challenges successfully.
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"Sonia's understanding of how the spiritual realms work and how our earthly blocks can be removed

is extraordinary, she conveys her message in a way we can all use to enhance our lives both

physically and spiritually and it's that combination that makes me love her spirit and listen when she

speaks. This book is full of her sunshine, bask in it! " - David Wells, Most Haunted presenter & Now

Magazine astrologer "An enlightening read, perfect for anyone wishing to deepen their spiritual

awareness and enhance their intuition." - Spirit & Destiny

As a practicing psychic and spiritual teacher for over 32 years, Sonia Choquette has spent most of

her life helping people on a psychic level to realize that we're all spiritual beings endowed with six,

not five senses, and, even more important, that we need that sixth sense, our psychic sense, to fulfil

our life's purpose and be peaceful and happy. Sonia Choquette is the author of numerous influential



books.

This deck was the FIRST set of tarot cards I ever bought and worked with. Tehy are awesome for

beginners through advanced readers. I love these because of the ability to learn about different

messages from various guides and not just a picture and brief interpretation. In fact her guidebook is

my favorite of all the three decks (Virtue, Barton-Reid, etc) because it does not hold back, it is very

in=depth for EVERY card. I have only used this set with family members and they were blown away

at how on point the pulled cards were. So thank you Sonia for making the esoteric world of spirit

guides enjoyable, easy, manageable, engaging, and insightful! HIGHLY recommend!!!!!!!!!

Unlike her book, the card is not intuitive and quite difficult to get a hang of it. I prefer other Angel or

Psychic oracle cards to this one. I feel like the cards' contents are scattered and not focused. I don't

recommend this stack.

Not real impressed with these cards, despite them being Sonia's cards (who I love). The biggest

drawback is that you have to look up each card and each page number. The cards are only titled,

not numbered - and you have to find the title in the book that comes with it, and then find the page

number that explains the card. I also didn't think the card meanings were exceptionally powerful.

Out of four decks of cards (from different authors) these are my least favorites. Sorry, Sonia - I just

love everything else you've ever offered!

Ask Your Guides Oracle Cards: The Direct Link To Your Personal Psychic Support SystemI have

been reading cards for over 50 years now, starting with a regular Bicycle playing deck before

moving on to various tarot and oracle decks. Since I give readings for a living, I'm picky about

decks, and this one is on the top of my personal favorite list along with Choquette's "Trust Your

Vibes" deck. This deck has been, for single card readings, the best I have ever used for myself.

Although I have used it in giving some readings for others, I keep this deck mainly for my own use

and refer to the "Trust Your Vibes" deck for clients (as well as several other decks, incl. the

Abraham-Hicks "Well-Being" and "Law of Attraction" decks)!You don't need to be a professional

"reader" to use this deck effectively; it comes with an excellent little book in the box with the cards.

Shuffle the cards with your question or issue on your mind and then choose a card and look up the

meaning. You will be amazed.



These cards aren't my favorite, I almost never use them. They are smaller, which I actually like, but

the book is very minimal with information. The number on the card is not easily visible...I actually

used them a couple of times before I even saw the number. I know it may be picky but I don't like

how tight the cards and book fit in the box...it makes it a pain to get the deck and book in and out.

That said, I'm a huge fan of Sonia Choquette and love the actual book of this title.

These cards resonate with me on such a high level. Sonia Choquette is direct, loving, clear and firm,

as well as just really tapped into what she is relating with these cards. This to me has to be at the

top of your list. They are SO DIFFERENT than any other deck you will ever come across (until I

publish my own of coarse some day! hehe)I found these because of her book, ASk your guides, and

it is a MUST HAVE. SO well done.Stevie T.

These cards are magical, they really are. When you just need to check in with a Higher Power for

guidance or just use them to gain another perspective for what you're facing.

I use these oracle cards daily I just love them they are very accurate and it has strengthened my

communication with my guides. Thankyou Sonia ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚Â•Ã‚Â¤ÃƒÂ¯Ã‚Â¸Ã‚Â•
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